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About This Content

A collection of Extra EN items including:

“Extra EN” - Earn additional EN (money) in the next battle.
“Extra EN x3” - Earn additional EN (money) in the next battle (3 time use.)
“Extra EN x5.” - Earn additional EN (money) in the next battle (5 time use.)

Happy shopping!

Use these items via the Setup\Items\DLC sub-menu from the Lobby.
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Title: Lost Dimension: Extra EN Bundle
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
FURYU Corporation
Publisher:
Ghostlight LTD
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel i5 3.3 GHz or comparable

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or comparable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1100 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card

English
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short, fun. an excellent game by an indie dev.

Cool usage of the reverse action mechanic! Will def need to play more alternate routes.

. Buy the Simbin Mega Bundle, so many fantastic sims in there.
GTL what can't be said enough about this gem? If you don't love to get the best out of a Mini S Cooper, then move along, there
are many other wonderful cars in this in it's vanilla form but add the massive list of mods and tracks and this is fantastic X10.

People will make comment about it not being state of the art graphics, but when any of the latest sims have a car or track list
like GTL then you can talk to me...

Just get it and fall in love with these great old cars. If you're an oldie but goldie like me, it'll have you at the first Mini Cup
Challenge. Had me wishing for DLCs.. cute snek lady. One man chemical warfare unit, what's not to like? Will poison the city
gleefully for the Horned Rat.. Just as coots as it was back in 1998.. Great game, Well worth the $3! Works really well with the
oculus rift and doesn't require the use of Steam VR (My Steam VR doesn't work, So any game that works without Mandatory
SteamVR support is awesome!).

It's real fun and my nephews enjoy playing this game a lot!. Bought the game as a joke (in sale)! Turns out it's one of the best
VR games out there for the fun and amount of content.
The game have like 7 endings, plus a lot of free missions you can do. I can't stop laughing at the dialogue options the game lets
you pick. You can tell they had fun writing the dialogue.
There are characters that you actually enjoy. The only con is the amount of "noises" (whatever those are) when you "defeat" the
girls.

Customisation: you can unlock some clothes and accessories for the main and side characters; the more points you grind the
more stuff you can put in your room (pillows, posters, etc); and you have a lot of clothes to buy (but that is expensive af).

Is it worth it at full price? If you are a extradimensional level weeb, yes. Otherwise, wait for sale since the VR DLC will still be
full price.. Having more cards is always coolest additional content. Except having even more, of course.. kill zombie hordes -
easy, lightweight, fun, simple and addictive game -
first you have only two comparatively weak weapons; you need to count bullets, but then, as you upgrade, you kill hundreds of
zombies with ease :)
i've already played and reviewed first part of a game, so i think i can compare both - game definitely has become better, more
playable, more fun, more interesting levels; i've met some glitches, when i stuck on a stepway in city mission, but it was not
something critical. after you kill a zombie and walk over the corpse, game counts a headshot - perhaps this is a glitch as well, but
this one is funny, as corpses disappear, so this so-called "glitch" should better stay in a game.
yes, you should not expect to buy another Doom for this money, but game's pretty playable and fun.
i honestly recommend it for anyone for a casual shoot-em-all :)
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Any game that, by design, can find a way to reward you for losing is good in my books.
A++++. Although Port Royale is a bit different it's a much better ship trading game.

The game is very basic and only after a few hrs the game runs out of content and only a few achievements that become tedious..
I literally downloaded this game when it was first released to the public 6 years ago.
I've met many friends and had a lot of great adventures.

The map editor allows for so many different possabilities you wouldn't believe. It's absolute chaos and I love it.. Chronoglogy' is
quite a gem. An expertly crafted platformer, the game boasts a beautiful art style to complement its sharp gameplay. The story is
simple, but effective. An unnamed, elderly inventor is determined to find his shady mentor after one of the pair's contraptions
causes apocalyptic destruction. Along the way, the inventor encounters a friendly snail with the ability to freeze time. Combined
with the old man's penchant for traveling from past to present, the slimy companion introduces a unique gameplay structure.
  The player alternates between the two characters in order to solve brilliantly designed puzzles oriented around manipulating
time in order to alter the landscape and circumvent obstacles. The snail's shell serves as a movable platform that can be used to
cross gaps, sawblades can be halted in mid-air, and impassible walls in the past become ruined structures in the present.
Switching time periods in the middle of a jump can turn certain doom into a saving ledge or platform. These basic mechanis
build and combine in interesting and challenging ways as the levles progress. One particularly creative head scratcher involves
multiple time switches, an anvil, and flaming cannonballs, all to simply open a door.
  The game's visual design is superb. Colorful character models and environments seem to pop off the screen. The bright wimsy
of "before" transforms into the dark, dilapidated melancholy of "after." The contrast underscores the narrative's focus on regret
and the consequences of terrible decisions. Puzzle construction also reinforces this relationship. In one of the game's shining
moments, a decision made concerning a young child in the past has subtly profound implications in the present.
  While the time spent in "Chronology's" world is welcome, it does not last forever. The entire experience can be completed in
around 2.5-3 hours, leaving the player with a distinct-- and regrettably brief--brush with greatness. Osao Games should be
commended for this effort, a game that merges artistic integrity and ambition with incredibly enjoyable platforming mechanics.
Warning: "Chronolology" also contains blatant disregard for the laws of the space-time continuum.
  Score: 9/10

. I bought this and "Avatar of the Wolf" on the same day, having played demos of a few of the "Choice Of" games and having
previously bought and played three other titles. Avatar of the Wolf immediately captured my attention as an excellent game with
lots of immersive world-building, interesting characters, and a pretty nice plot.

Choice of the Ninja fell a bit flat in comparison, unfortunately. The characters were alright, but only the protagonist's friends
really stood out. This is - unfortunately, or else I would not have purchased it - one of those stories that ends abruptly with a
blurb about it being one of a series. That isn't something that the game tells you BEFORE you buy it and I wish it did. There's no
second game in the series released as of yet, so you get through the plot only for it to end abruptly, with no pay-off. The game
set up some interesting plot dynamics, but unfortunately never got to carry them out because of the way it "ended" if you could
call it that.. Awesome kills, whats 3 bucks?. I LOVED The Lost Crown, and I love this <3 I abolutely adore Jonathan Boakes
and his series, and this beginning road to The Last Crown; Blackenrock is a fine one! I love the atmosphere, the gameplay was
fun and interesting as always. This ghostly atmosphere is the best one out there. If you like mystery, intrigue, and feeling alive
by seeking the paranormal. I recommend The Crown series. I hope Jonathan never stops! Good to have this series back <3 A
DEFINITE RECOMMEND!!!! <3
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